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so Bobby this is for you
and I believe even for what Eagle Mountains
about to step into in the season
and what I was seeing is that
god has given you the perfect prophetic perspective
for such a time as this
but what I saw is that
you guys are shifting and moving into
an apostolic Grace and an apostolic season
and the Lord is saying that this is the
our body that you are to build
to build to build
to build and I just see
and it's not just about building buildings
it's like I
I in fact there
there's even a scripture
I think there's gonna be a theme
for this community in this next season
and actually
from the passion translation in Proverbs 24
starting at verse 3
and it says
wise people are builders
they build families
they build businesses
they build communities
and I see even that the doors being opened
even for the
for the leadership in this community
like the mayor's office
and other departments within this community
is that it's like
you're gonna have all access
and part of your coming with that
with a prophetic voice and a prophetic encouragement



but with it
there's kingdom
solutions that God has already deposited in your heart
as well as your leadership team's heart
and I really feel like it's gonna be a coming and going
and it is that spirit of wisdom
and the spirit of counsel
that's even being deposited in this place
that literally is gonna catapult
bend organ in a fresh new way
that God is unbending
even those places that have been bent
by the demonic spirits
and I really
see a Grace that's coming to you in this season
but I wanna finish reading this
why people are builders
they build families
they build communities
they build businesses
and through their intelligence and insight
their enterprises
and there's a real entrepreneurial spirit
I feel like it's being birthed
even in the season
and I see like even a house of prayer
if you guys do a house of per thing
but I see like
just this harp and bowl kind of sound that
just begins to stir up the atmosphere
and it says that their
their enterprises
are established and endure
because of their skilled leadership
the hearts of
the people are filled with the treasures of wisdom
and the pleasures
of spiritual wealth
and that's a Grace that you carry
and I just see it spilling out over this region that
that really
this part of Oregon is a
is being marked
even for such a time as this



and god really is raising this place up to be a hub
to be a hub of his Grace
love and power
wisdom can make anyone into a mighty warrior
and revelation
knowledge increases strength
and there's a fresh dimension
really a perspective
and revelation that's coming to this place
and it's all about the kingdom
why strategy is necessary to wage war
and with many astute advisors
you will see the pathway to victory more clearly
and that's part of
there's a battle cry that's coming out of this place
and it's it's about setting captives free
and so Lord
I just thank you for Bobby
I thank you for the
his whole team here at Eagle Mountain Church
and God saying that
it's not even gonna be proper to call it a church
because you are the church
it's not about the destination anymore
God is saying
I'm raising up an apostolic
people that will bring about the change and the reality
of my glory
of my Grace and of my kingdom
but I thank you Lord
even in this season there
and it's almost like I see a lightning strike
it's almost like a lightning strike hitting this place
and Lord we just thank you for the power
a fresh dimension of power that's being released
and it will be signs
wonders and miracles
but with the God
it's the wisdom
that will come out of this place that will draw many
in the name of Jesus
we just thank you papa


